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ABSTRACT 
A singular matrix A is perthed algebraically to obtain a nonsingular matrix B. 
Particular solutions of Ax= b can be found as unique solutions of Bx=d, where d is 
an algebraic perturbation of b. More specifically, null vectors and generalized null 
vectors of A can be found as unique solutions of linear systems. It is shown also that 
B- ‘AB- ’ is a generalized inverse of A. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Algebraic perturbation methods have been proposed for the solution of 
nonsingular linear systems (see for example [2] and its references). A recent 
article by Rall[8] surveys the theory and applications of algebraic modifica- 
tions of linear operators in Banach spaces, with emphasis in the modification 
of nonsingular operators. Modifications of singular operators are only consid- 
ered in describing the construction of the Hurwitz pseudoinverse. In this 
paper we consider the general theory and some applications of algebraic 
modifications of singular n X n matrices. Several of the theorems carry over 
to more general operators in Hilbert spaces, but we have chosen to present 
the theory in finite-dimensional spaces to emphasize the practical aspects of 
the construction and use of the modified matrices. 
Basically, we construct a nonsingular modified matrix B from a singular 
matrix A; the construction does not require explicit knowledge of the left 
and right null vectors of A. B-’ maps a chosen subspace of R” onto the null 
space of A, and therefore null vectors of A can be found as unique solutions 
of linear systems. This has the advantage that the usual techniques for the 
solution and error analysis of nonsingular linear systems become available for 
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the computation of null vectors of singular matrices. In addition, B- ’ is an 
inner inverse of A, and hence we can compute a particular solution of Ax = b 
as the unique solution of Bx= b. This fact leads to the computation of 
invariant subspaces of A from solutions of nonsingular systems of the form 
Bx=b. 
With the aid of B-‘, we give explicit formulas for the computation of 
generalized inverses of B with respect to chosen complements of N(A) and 
R(A). 
A method based on these ideas is proposed for the computation of an 
approximation z to an eigenvector + of a matrix, starting with an accurate 
approximation to the corresponding eigenvalue. This method is related to, 
and can be used in conjunction with, the method of inverse iteration. The 
main advantages of the new method are that it provides a simple bound for 
z- + and that it can be adapted for the computation and error bounds for 
generalized eigenvectors. 
2. CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION OF B 
Let A be a real tr Xn matrix, and suppose dim N(A) =k. Let {+,}t and 
{ qi}! be bases for N(A) and N( Ar) respectively. To construct a nonsingular 
matrix B from A, we choose two linearly independent sets { oi}t and {ui}t 
and define 
B=A-T, 
where 
T= 5 up;. 
i=l 
Let F, G, U, and V be the n X k matrices whose ith columns are +i, &, 
ui, and vi respectively. 
THEOREM 1. B is invertible if and only if VTG and UTF are invertible. 
Proof. Suppose V ‘G and U TF are invertible. If Bx = 0, then Ax = W ‘x, 
which implies GTVUTx = 0. Therefore VTx = 0 and Ax = 0, and we can write 
x in the form x=Fa. Then UTFa=O, and so cr=O and x=0. 
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Now suppose B- ’ exists. If UTFx=O, then BFx= AFx- WTFx= 0, so 
that Fx = 0 and therefore x = 0. On the other hand if VTGx = 0, then 
BTGx = ATGx - W TGx = 0, so that Gx = 0 and again x = 0. n 
THEOREM 2. If VTG and U TF are invertible, B- ’ is an inner inverse of 
A, i.e., AB-‘A=A. 
Proof. Let x be arbitrary, and let Z= B- ‘Ax. Since A( z - x) = WTz, it 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 1 that A( z - x) = 0, so Ax = AZ = AB- ‘Ax. 
n 
Whenui=+iandvi=IC/i(i=1,2,..., k), B-’ is the Hurwitz pseudoinverse 
ofA. 
If B-’ exists and b ER( A), then the solution of Bx= b is a particular 
solution of Ax = b. By modifying the right-hand side b we can control which 
particular solution is obtained. 
THEOREM 3. If VTG and UTF are invertible, if b ER( A), and if c has 
the form c = Zf= lcivi, then the unique solution of Bx = b + c is a solutiun of 
Ax=b and u,Tx= -ci, i=l,2 ,..., k. 
Proof. The result follows from Ax - b = TX + c = 0. n 
The most significant feature of the matrices B, and what led us to their 
construction, is that any one of them allows us to find the null vectors and 
the generalized null vectors of A and AT as unique solutions of linear systems. 
More precisely we have the following corollary. 
CoRoLLAFlY 1. Suppose VTG and UTF are invertible. Then {B -Iv,}‘; is 
a basis for N(A), and {(BT)-‘ui}! is a basis fm N(AT). In addition, if for 
each i, B - Iv, corresponds to a nonlinear divisor of degree ri, then {B %_I,}:_‘: 
is a basis for the corresponding invariant subspace; a similar statement holds 
fm BT. 
Proof. The first assertions follow from Theorem 3 by letting b = 0 and 
c = vi, and also by noticing that BT = AT - IS!_ lui VT and applying Theorem 3 
again. By definition, if B -‘vi corresponds to a nonlinear divisor of degree 5, 
then a basis for the corresponding invariant subspace is given by {zi,,}/~;‘, 
where A.z~+,,~=z~,~, j=l,2 ,..., ri - 1, and zi, i = B - ‘q. But by Theorem 3, 
zi+l,i can be obtained as TZ~+~,~ =B-‘z~,~, and so z~,~=B-%+, ZZ~,~ = 
B-3v I9 a * * 9 z,,, i =B -‘#vi. n 
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Each of the vectors in the bases mentioned in Corollary 1 can be found 
as the unique solution of a system of the form Bx = d or Brx= d, for some d. 
Hence any method available for the solution and error analysis of nonsingu- 
lar systems becomes available to find and analyze null vectors and gener- 
alized null vectors of a singular matrix A, as well as particular solutions of 
Ax = b. Numerical examples are given in Sec. 5. 
3. GENERALIZED INVERSES OF A 
If VrG and UTF are invertible, it follows that 
Let A; denote the generalized inverse of A with respect to N(T) and R(T) 
[6]. A simple construction for A: is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. A: is given by A$=B-‘AB-‘, if VTG and UTF are 
invertible. 
Proof. Since B - ’ is an inner inverse of A, it follows easily that AA; A = 
A and A; AA; =A;. In addition, B - ‘A is the projection of R” onto N( 2’) 
along N(A), and AB-’ is the projection of R” onto R(A) along R(T). But 
A;A=B-‘A andAA; =AB-‘. n 
Given a subspace S complementary to N(A) and a subspace M comple- 
mentary to R(A), let {u+}‘; be a basis for S J. and {.zi}“, be a basis for M. If 
we let B=A-Zf_iziwT, then Theorem 4 gives a formula for A&, the 
generalized inverse of A with respect to S and M. 
The next corollary is a generalization of a known result relating the 
Moore-Penrose inverse A+ and the Hurwitz pseudoinverse. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose V ‘G and U ‘F are invertible. Then 
A; =B-‘+F(U=F)-‘(G=V)-‘G=. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, A: = B-l+ B-‘TB-‘, where 
B-W-l= i (B-l~,)((BT)-l~i)T. 
i=l 
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By Corollary 1, B-‘u,EN(A), and by Theorem 3, urB-iu(= -at,, where &ii 
is the Kronecker delta. Therefore, 
B-‘u,= -F(U=F)-‘e,, 
where e, is the ith column of the identity matrix. Similarly, 
(BT)-‘y= -G(VTG)-‘e,, 
and the result follows. n 
4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
B is obtained, in general, by subtracting from A the matrix Zf_iuiuT. 
Since the only requirement on { uj} and {ui} is that the matrices U*F and 
VTG be invertible, a random choice will probably suffice. However, to 
minimize the number of computations in obtaining B, and to preserve as 
much as possible any special structure of A, one should consider choosing 
vectors U( and ui consisting mostly of zeros. Let ei denote the ith column of 
the identity matrix, and let pi, pa,. . . , p,, be a permutation of the integers 
1,2,3 ,..., 12. If ui=Lyiep,, i=l,2 ,..., k, where oi is some constant, then B is 
obtained by subtracting the vector oiuj from the pith column of A. If 
7’2” 
, . . . , q,, denotes another permutation of 1,2,. . . , n, and if ui =eq,, i = 
, , . . . , k, then B is obtained by subtracting oi from each element a,,, pt in A. 
The process amounts to choosing k columns of A and subtracting a constant 
from a chosen element in each of these columns. More specifically, for the 
case k= 1, a column is chosen at random, say the pth one, and a constant is 
subtracted from one entry, say the 9th one. If +f#O and $220, where $JP 
denotes the pth entry in +i, then B is invertible by Theorem 1. More 
generally, if k= 1, B is obtained from A by subtracting the vector U~U, from 
the ith column of A, i=1,2 ,..., n. B is invertible if $:u,#O and $&i#O. 
It is clear from Theorem 3 that the choice of {u,} also determines which 
particular solution of Ax = b is found as the unique solution of Bx= b. The 
choice of {ui} and { ui} affects the conditioning of B, as do other factors 
dependent only on A. The next theorem shows this dependence. In what 
follows (. , * ) denotes the usual inner product in R”. 
THEOREM 5. Let A have simple eigenualws { Ai}; and corresponding 
rwrmulized eigenuectors {G,};. Let {&}; be the normalized eigenuectors of AT. 
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Suppose dimN(A)=l and X,=0. Zf u1 and u1 are chosen so that (u,,+,) 
(up $1) f0, then 
where y=mini>,IAiI and ~=mini,,I(~i,~i)~. 
proof. We first derive some expressions for B- ‘&, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Let 
zi=B-$. If i>2, then &ER(A), and since Bzi=&, then by Theorem 3, 
AZ,=& and (zi, ui) =O. But this implies 
1 ($3 Ul> zi=$ +i- (+l,ul) +l ’ 1 i>2. 
If we write ui=~~=r&#~~, then zi satisfies 
which implies (z,, ur) = -l/Pi. and 
But since &=Azi, i >2, then z,=c~,-~~_,,(&/&)z~ for some constant C. 
Since (zi,ul)=O, i>2, then c=-l/(&(+,,ui)). Now let yefi” be 
arbitrary, with ll~l1~=1. Since y can be written as y=~~_lai+ir then 
B-1y=2;_laiP-1~i=C~_‘-,aizi, i.e., 
B-‘y= Pl<%. Ul> 
-“A + 5 (Pi”l-ajPl)(<+i9 ul)+l-(+l. ul>+ii) 
j=2 uu+,, % > 
However,ai=(y,~i)/(9i,~i) andpi=(v,,~i)/(~i,lCli),i=l,2,...,n,and 
the result follows. n 
The factors which could contribute to the illconditioning of B are not 
surprising, We expect problems if (u,, &)(ui, +,) is small, since if it is 
zero, B is not invertible. In a series of test matrices, a small value of 
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(u,, h > (u,, h > always prod uced ill-conditioning. The situation is different 
with respect to the value of y& since a small value of y/3 does not necessarily 
lead to ill-conditioning, as Example 2 in Sec. 5 shows. This is because there 
can be a lot of cancellation in the numerator of the expression leading to (1). 
It is possible however for B to be ill conditioned if y/? is small. After solving a 
systemoftheformBx=b+c,wherebER(A)andchastheformc=Z~_L,1ciui, 
one should compute the quantities (x, ui ) + ci, i = 1,2,. . . , k. If these are not 
small, then B is ill conditioned and a different choice of {ui} and {vi} may 
improve the conditioning. A factorization of the first B can be updated 
economically to produce a factorization of the new I3 [4]. If the quantities 
(x, ui ) + ci are small, one can then proceed with the usual error analysis 
using approximations to B-l or estimates of cond( B), the condition number 
of B [l]. An economical method for estimating cond(B) has appeared 
recently [3]. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
All linear systems below were solved in a UNIVAC 90/80 computer in 
single precision (about 7 decimal places) using Gaussian elimination with 
partial pivoting, with LU factorization and residual correction. 
EXAMPLE 1. To illustrate several of the ideas discussed, we will use the 
following matrix, taken from [5]: 
-10 21 -14 4 2 0 
C= -8 16 -11 4 2 0 
-6 12 -9 3 3 0’ 
-4 8 -6 0 5 0 
_-2 4 -3 0 1 3 
Let A = C- 1. Then A has a zero eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity two and 
geometric multiplicity one. If we let ui = es and ui = es, then B is obtained 
from A by subtracting 1 from ass. The solution of Bx= u1 was found to be 
x’=(-0.9999996, -1, -1, -0.7560004, -0.5OOOOO4, -0.2499998)=, which 
is to be compared with the exact solution &=( - 1, - 1, - 1, -0.75, 
- 0.5, - 0.25)r. The fact that (x’, ui ) + 1 = 0 is an indication that B is well 
conditioned, and we can proceed to find a standard error bound for 
I] x’ - +i (I. Several other choices of ui and ui lead to an x’ just as accurate, 
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and if a bad choice is made, say ur = e, and ur = e,, it can be detected from 
the small size of the pivots or the large size of (x’, ui ) + 1. 
With the original choice of ur and ur, we proceed to solve Bz=x’, 
obtaining a vector z’ which differs from the generalized null vector zs= 
(O,O, 0, - 0.1875, - 0.125, - 0.0625) by less than 0.5 X lo-‘. Once again, an 
estimate can be given for ]jz’-zs]j. 
EXAMPLE 2. The following matrix is again taken from [5]: 
12 11 
11 11 10 
c= 10 10 10 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 2 2 2 ‘0. 2 1 
_ 1 1 1 1 .** 1 1 
The matrix A=(C-X,Z), where h ,~0.08122766, has a simple zero eigen- 
value. If we let ui =e, and ui =e,, then the numericaI solution r’ of Bx=eg 
satisfies (z’,e,)+l=O and [lx’-+,1],<3XlO-s, even though the bound 
for IJB-‘II, given by (1) is extremely large. In fact we can estimate 
]]B-‘]],<29and IIx’-~~II~<IIB-~II~IIB~‘-~~)I,<~.~X~O-~. 
6. COMPUTATIONS WITH APPROXIMATE EIGENVALUES 
Let Xi be an eigenvalue of C and suppose dim ZV( C- A,Z) = k. Let {&}t 
and {a/~}“, be a basis for N(C--A,Z) and N(C-h,Z)r respectively. If X; is an 
accurate approximation to X,, we can construct the invertible matrix D= (C 
-Ail)-T, where T is chosen as before so that B=(C-A,Z)-T is invert- 
ible. A matrix such as D, for the case k= 1, was recently considered by 
Peters and Wilkinson [7] in giving an argument against the need to replace 
C-X;Z in inverse iteration by a better conditioned matrix. However, there 
are some advantages in the use of D which have not been considered before. 
By Corollary 1, B-h, is in iV(C-h,Z), say +i=B-lu,. If we let z~=D-~u~, 
then we have the simple computable estimate 
If ZI is the computed solution of Zki=ui, then we can show, for example, 
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that 
,,zI_G,,,< ll~-‘II~I~,-~;III~;lI+ll~:-~~II~ 
t l-p-‘llJX,-A;1 . (2) 
Such a bound cannot be given after one step of inverse iteration, where the 
only indication of the error is the size of the residual. 
In addition, because D- ’ is an approximation to the inner inverse B- ’ of 
C - X ,I, it can be used to compute and give error bounds for approximations 
to generalized eigenvectors of C, as indicated in Corollary 1. Such approxi- 
mations are not available from inverse iteration. 
The approximations zi will not in general be more accurate than the 
vectors obtained from one step of inverse iteration, and in fact they may be 
less accurate if I A, -A; I is not sufficiently small, but we can give error 
estimates for them. If we let xi = (C-X;Z)-‘v,, i = 1,2,. . . , k, be the vectors 
obtained after one step of inverse iteration, it is easy to show that each zi is a 
linear combination of the xi, but zi cannot be constructed in this manner due 
to the errors in the computed xi. 
A method involving both inverse iteration and a matrix D can be used 
and we give details for the case k= 1. Approximations x; and y; to +i and & 
are found in one step of inverse iteration. Then u1 and ul are chosen as 
columns of Z so that (x;,ul)(y;,ul) is not small, and so that D has the 
same structure as C-A;Z. If ul is chosen as the last column of Z for which 
(y;, ul) is not small, the LU factorization of D can be obtained efficiently 
from that of C- A;Z, and the computation of z; is inexpensive. If z; differs 
significantly from r;, the eigenvector problem may be ill conditioned, so that 
even xi is suspect. In any case, the bound in (2) will be of practical value. 
We can then start to look for generalized eigenvectors by solving Dx =z;. If 
xi and y; are not computed, then the size of (z;, ul) + 1 is an indication of 
the accuracy of z;. 
To illustrate the use of the matrix D, let C, +i, and zs be as in Example 1, 
and let A, = 1 and hi =0.99999. Choosing u1 =ul =ea, we find that (z;, ul) 
+1=2~10-~. The bound in (2) guarantees Iln; -+r[lm <2.6~10-~, while 
in fact )I xi - $Q (1 g < 1.8 X 10m5. For comparison purposes we note that the 
appropriately normalized solution x; of (C-A’iZ)x=ul satisfies IIx;-&~~~ < 
3.5 X 10m5. Finally, the computed solution z; of Dz=z; satisfies 1) z;-zs 1) m 
< 5 x 10m5, while a bound similar to (2) guarantees II .zh-zs II o. < 2.7x 10V3. 
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